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What do I need to enter
the country?

How do I send my
COVID-19 test
certificates to the
airline?

How can we ensure
passengers have the
correct COVID-19
requirements?

Where do I get a test?
Are the COVID
certificates being
presented legitimate?

Do I need a vaccine?

Do I need a paper or
digital certificate?

How do we let
passengers know what
they need to travel?

What about for reentry?

How can we cope with the amount
of paper processing that will be
required for paper testing and
vaccine certificates?

How can we be sure the
COVID-19 test or
vaccine belongs to the
traveler?

Risk of fraud with paper certificates
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Contactless app

Timatic

Worldwide
COVID rules
and regulations

Lab Solutions
Labs available
nearby that can
get tested

Modular
Interoperable
ICAO DTC
W3C Standards

App to manage &
share biometric
identity and health
credentials

COVID

Airline Res

Lab App
Vaccination

Crete Digital Identity
Passport OCR & Chip Scanning
Import Itinerary

Regulations check
“OK to travel”

Timatic COVID

COVID Rules & Lab Locator displayed

Scan QR code – ID Verification
Send test results

Scan Vaccination QR code
Import Digital Vaccine credential

Passenger share 1. On Screen
2. Digitally
Data
1. “OK to Travel” status
2. Test details
3. Vaccination details & QR
4. Passport details/DTC
5. Selfie
6. Boarding pass

Airlines
Border
Airport

Proof
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Passport

Rules

Setup

Travel Pass Steps

Vaccination End Solution
Extraction of
Vaccination Data
Regulations check
Timatic COVID

Date of Birth &
Name match
Vaccine Data
Authentication

Scan certificate
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Upload & Checks

Store in App

OK to Travel

Verification

High level data privacy and security
‘Decentralized Technology’ means there is no central
database holding passenger information
Rights

Compliance

Passengers have the sole
right share to their data

Country regulations on
access to passengers’
data will be respected
(eg France & Germany)

Users can delete their
data anytime on their app
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Current
Planned

76 Airlines - 219 Routes
(As of July 2021)

Current lab coverage
Number of labs accessible
to passengers
1433 (as of 13 Aug)
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Government acceptance
Travel Pass must be accepted as a valid
presentation of test/vaccine results upon
arrival, in lieu of a physical copy of them.
IATA has been engaging States across the
world.
In Asia Pacific, Singapore has confirmed
acceptance of the IATA Travel Pass.
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Timatic – Worldwide entry rules
https://www.iatatravelcentre.com/world.php

https://www.iata.org/en/publications/timatic
/widget/

Inform IATA Timatic team of any change in entry regulations for timely update: timediting@iata.org
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Thank you

